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ABSTRACT

The possibility of ilmenite ores beneficiation from the Ha Tinh deposit (Vietnam) by electrostatic and electromagnetic separation

methods was carried out. The ilmenite concentrates obtained as a result of beneficiation can be used for further processing to

obtain pigment titanium dioxide or titanium metal in a compact or in powder form. The beneficiation processes of ilmenite ores

from Vietnam deposits have not been studied enough, therefore, for their beneficiation, the most widely used in industrial

practice methods of electrostatic and electromagnetic separation were used, which provide the required results in the ores

beneficiation of complex composition, in which the main components is contained both in ilmenite and rutile. It is shown that in

order to obtain ilmenite concentrates with a high concentration and beneficiation degree of titanium, electrostatic separation

must be carried out at a voltage of 25-30 kV between the separator electrodes. In this case, the main components that make up

the original ilmenite ore (titanium and iron) are distributed in the first cells of the separator, and the main impurities of the

ilmenite concentrate – silicon, zirconium and aluminum – will be in the last cells. Under these conditions, impurities are

separated from ilmenite and rutile. The separation of the beneficiated titanium-containing fraction into individual minerals must

be carried out by electromagnetic separation methods. At a current strength of 11 A between the electrodes, ~67 % goes into a

magnetic fraction and ~33 % of titanium will be in a non-magnetic product. In the magnetic fraction, the maximum value of

ηilmenite reaches ~85 %; therefore, magnetic separation is an effective method for beneficiating ilmenite. As a result, an ilmenite

concentrate is obtained with a titanium dioxide concentration of at least 50 % and a beneficiation degree of 49 %. Such a

concentrate can later be used in the process of chemical processing to obtain titanium and its various compounds.
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INTRODUCTION

Titanium and its compounds have a number of special properties, such as high strength-to-weight ratio, corrosion

resistance, high mechanical stability temperature, biocompatibility and ability to work at low temperatures, so they are

widely used in the aerospace, navigation, medical industries, and are also used as catalysts in chemistry. Titanium sponge

consumption in the world is currently estimated at 150 thousand tons/year and, according to forecasts, will increase

annually by 6 % up to ∼200 thousand tons/year.
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Vietnam is one of the countries with the largest titanium reserves in the world ~1.6 million tons. The deposits

include primary and alluvial ores (with an admixture of aluminum – deluvi titanium ores), as well as titanium-zirconium

sand ores. Stocks deluvi (deluvi) titanium ores are more than 4 million tons of ilmenite. The reserves of primary titanium

ores are ∼4.8 million tons in the form of ilmenite, however, they are distinguished by the complexity of mining and

difficult operating conditions and subsequent processing. The TiO2 content in ilmenite is ∼22 %. One of the key titanium

ore processing processes is the beneficiation process. The choice of processing method, its efficiency and competitiveness

in the world market depend on the beneficiation quality of ilmenite ores.

When enriching ilmenite ores, combined methods are used, including gravity, flotation, magnetic and electrostatic

separation, and chemical or hydrometallurgical processes [1-4]. The main difficulty in beneficiation of Vietnamese

ilmenite ores, for example, the Ha Tinh deposit located in the north of Vietnam, is the presence of ilmenite and rutile in

ores [5-8].

These minerals must first be separated from the waste rock to the maximum degree, and then ilmenite and rutile

concentrates should be obtained separately [9-11]. Thus, the study of the conditions and the choice of a technological

scheme for the beneficiation of ilmenite ores from Vietnam determines the choice of methods and technology for their

subsequent processing.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For beneficiation studies, ilmenite ore from the Ha Tinh deposit, located in the northern part of Vietnam, was used, the

chemical and granulometric compositions of which are presented in Table 1 and 2.

For the synthesis of high-quality concentrates from poor and complex ores, enrichment is usually carried out in

two or three stages [12-14]:

 Primary beneficiation of ores and obtaining rough concentrates with the maximum beneficiation degree of titanium;

 Fine-tuning of rough concentrates to obtain high-grade titanium concentrates. Together with the rich, poor

substandard titanium concentrates (industrial products) are sometimes obtained, for the processing of which

chemical and metallurgical processes are used, which ensures a high total titanium degree extraction into

concentrates.

In the primary beneficiation and refinement of rough concentrates, combined methods are often used, most often

including electrostatic and electromagnetic separation. The choice of titanium ores beneficiation method is determined by

their composition, dissemination size, density of titanium and associated minerals, and their technological properties [15-18].

It must be taken into account that there are so many types of titanium ores, and their composition is so diverse that

almost every deposit has its own specific features. Therefore, beneficiation schemes based on some general principles for

ores close in composition for each specific deposit will have their own distinctive features.
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Table 1: The Concentration of the Main Components in
the Ilmenite Ore of the Ha Tinh Deposit (Vietnam)

No Element Content, %
1 Silicon(Si) 4.52
2 Titanium(Ti) 27.82
3 Vanadium (V) 0.044
4 Iron(Fe) 14.16
5 Zirconium(Zr) 9.23
6 Niobium(Nb) 0.11
7 Cerium (Се) 0.18
8 Hafnium(Hf) 0.17

Table 2: Granulometric Composition of Ilmenite Ore Particles

No Size Mass of ore,g Content, %
Concentration, % Size Distribution, %

TiO2 ZrO2 TiO2 ZrO2

1 +0.5–1 91 4.54 0.046 0.010 0.44 0.62
2 +0.25–0.5 318 19.37 0.049 0.009 2.13 2.38
3 +0.125–0.25 1311 65.54 0.114 0.022 16.79 19.69
4 +0.074–0.125 61 3.06 6.34 0.865 43.47 36.15
5 +0.045–0.074 22 1.12 11.36 2.573 28.60 39.36
6 +0.02–0.045 11 0.54 1.444 0.133 1.74 0.97
7 +0.01–0.02 14 0.69 0.622 0.027 0.96 0.25
8 –0.01 103 5.16 0.507 0.008 5.87 0.56

Initial ore 2000 100 0.445 0.073 100 100

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

The possibility of using the electrostatic separation method was studied using an ELCOR-1 electrostatic separator with a

changing polarity of high-voltage electrodes. The diameter and length of the collecting electrode (drum) are 240 and 250 mm,

respectively, its rotation speed is 55-370 rpm.

When conducting research using methods based on the difference in the magnetic properties of materials, an

electromagnetic roller separator EVS-10/5 was used. This separator is designed for dry separation of weakly magnetic ores

and materials into magnetic and non-magnetic fractions.

To determine the components concentration in the original ore and in the resulting fractions, an ELAN 9000 mass

spectrometer [19] with an ion source in the form of an inductively coupled argon plasma (ICP-MS) was used. ELAN 9000 is

equipped with an RF generator with plasma stability (less than 0.1 % power variation) in the power range of 600-1600W. This

mass spectrometer features a robust plasma interface with large diameter (1.1 mm and 0.9 mm) inlets.

To confirm the results obtained on an ELAN 9000 mass spectrometer, a Thermo Scientific™ ARL™ QUANT’X

energy dispersive spectrometer was used [20]. It is designed to measure the concentration of substances by X-ray diffraction

(EDXRF). For EDXRF analysis, Cu-Kα radiation (1.54 Å) is used, which excites the Fe-Kαline (1.94 Å) and induces X-ray

fluorescence, leading to XRD noise patterns. To eliminate noise, Co-Kα radiation (1.79 Å) is used or a PVC filter is installed

in front of the detector to absorb low-energy patterns. This spectrometer uses a highly sensitive Silicon Drift Detector (SDD)

to determine the energy of the incoming radiation, so it can measure all elements from Na (Z = 11) to U (Z = 92). It is

equipped with a 50W Rh or Ag lamp that can operate up to 50kV. The spectra were converted to elemental concentrations

using the UniQuant universal software package using fundamental parameters (FP).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When beneficiating ilmenite ores by electrostatic separation, it was found that with an increase in the voltage between the

separator electrodes from 25 to 35 kV, the distribution of the main components that make up the original ilmenite ore

(titanium and iron) in 10 cells of the separator changes (Figure 1). It is shown that Ti and Fe are distributed in cells 1 to 5

depending on the applied voltage. The distribution of these components does not change at 30 kV or more. Therefore, to

ensure separation efficiency, the voltage applied to the electrostatic separator must be at least 30 kV.

The behavior of the main impurities of ilmenite concentrate – silicon, zirconium and aluminum in the

beneficiation process by electrostatic separation is shown in Figure 2. With an increase in the voltage between the

separator electrodes from 25 to 35 kV, the region of precipitation of silicon and zirconium oxides (Figure 2 a, b) shifts

from 4-6 cells to 8-10 cells. This makes it possible to separate these oxides from ilmenite and rutile [21, 22].

Separating aluminum oxide from target titanium minerals is much more difficult. With an increase in the voltage

between the separator electrodes from 25 to 30 kV, Al2O3, as before, is released together with the main minerals in 4-6 cells of

the separator. Only when the voltage is increased to 35 kV, the Al2O3 release peak shifts to 8-10 cells (Figure 2c, 2d).

Thus, taking into account the behavior of the main components of titanium mineral impurities, for their separation

from ilmenite and rutile, it is necessary to maintain a voltage between the separator electrodes of at least 35 kV.

A further increase in the concentration of titanium in the main fraction must be carried out by the method of

electromagnetic separation. The separation of ilmenite and rutile in the beneficiated product must be carried out by the

electromagnetic separation method, which makes it possible to separate the magnetic ilmenite from non-magnetic rutile.

When carrying out electromagnetic separation, the effect of current strength (I) on the beneficiation degree of

titanium (ηTi) and their concentration (cTi) in the magnetic fraction is given. Figure 3 and 4 shows that cTi gradually

decreases with increasing I. At I = 11 A, ηTi reaches ~67 %. Thus, ~33 % of titanium will be in the non-magnetic fraction.

In the magnetic fraction, ηilmenite reaches ~85 %; therefore, magnetic separation is an effective method for beneficiating

ilmenite. However, cilmenite and cTi reach ~67 and ~43 %, respectively; therefore, the product is contaminated with

impurities, to separate which it is necessary to determine the conditions under which the amount of impurities in the

magnetic fraction will be minimal.

Figure 4 shows that in order to obtain ilmenite with a low content of impurities, the magnetic separation process

must be carried out at a low current strength (less than 11 A).

To evaluate the efficiency of the magnetic separation process at different current strengths, a comparison was

made of the change in titanium and iron benefication degree in the magnetic fraction (Figure 5).
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Figure 1: Dependence of Changes in the Titanium (a) and Iron (b) Concentrations of the
Product in the Separator Cells on the Voltage at the Electrodes. Voltage Between

Separator Electrodes: 1 – 25 Kv; 2 – 27,5 Kv; 3 – 30 Kv; 4 – 35 Kv.

Figure 2: Dependence of Changes in the Concentration of Silicon (a),
Zirconium (b), Aluminum (c) and All Components At Voltage 30 Kv (d) in the

Product in the Separator Cells on the Voltage at the Electrodes. Voltage
between Separator Electrodes: 1 – 25 Kv; 2 – 27,5 Kv; 3 – 30 Kv; 4 – 35 Kv.

Figure 3: Change of the Total Beneficiation Degree (Ηti) of Titanium
Minerals, Ilmenite (Ηilmenite) and Rutile(Ηrutile) (Free Titanium) at the

First Beneficiation Stage at Different Current Strengths.
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Figure 4: Dependence of Changing Concentrations Titanium (Сti) and Iron
(Сfe) on the Different Current Strengths at the 1-St Separation Stage.

Figure 5: Dependence of Changing Benefication Degree of Titanium
(ηTi) and Iron (ηFe) on the Current Strength.

In the Magnetic Fraction

 TiO2 concentration increases from 46 to 53 %;

 The beneficiation degree of titanium reaches 67 %, ilmenite – 85 % and rutile – 33 %.

 For the non-magnetic fraction:

 The TiO2 concentration in the product is reduced from 34 to 25 %. In this case, the concentration of ilmenite

decreases from 42 to 14 %, and the concentration of rutile increases from 12 to 18 %.

As a beneficiation result, an ilmenite concentrate is obtained, the composition of which is given in Table. 3.

Table 3: The Content of the Main Components in the Vietnamese Ilmenite Concentrate

Sample Name
Chemical Components, %

TiO2 FeO Fe2O3 MnO SiO2 CaO MgO Al2O3 V2O5 P2O5 Cr2O3

Ilmenite concentrate 51,74 23,31 16,73 3,35 2,48 0,06 0,23 1,02 0,14 0,12 0,05
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CONCLUSIONS

Thus, when beneficiating Vietnamese ilmenite ores at the Ha Tinh deposit by electrostatic separation methods, it was

shown that heavy minerals (ilmenite and rutile) are concentrated in the initial cells (from 1 to 5) of the electrostatic

separator, depending on the applied voltage. At a voltage of 30 kV or more, the maximum degree of separation of titanium

and iron-bearing minerals from waste rock (impurity minerals) is achieved, which does not change with a further increase

in the voltage between the separator electrodes. Therefore, to ensure separation efficiency, the voltage applied to the

electrostatic separator must be at least 30 kV.

As a result of the beneficiation of the above ilmenite ores by electrostatic methods, two fractions are formed:

ilmenite-rutile, containing main components, and waste rock, containing elements of impurities. For the subsequent

separation of ilmenite and rutile, it is necessary to use the difference in their magnetic properties using electromagnetic

separation methods.

It has been established that when using the process of separating titanium minerals based on their difference in

magnetic susceptibility, ilmenite will be found mainly in the magnetic, and rutile, in the non-magnetic fractions. The

separation of these minerals proceeds with high efficiency at a current strength of 11 A. To increase the concentration of

ilmenite in the product, it is necessary to carry out a process of multiple electromagnetic separation, as a result of which

both ilmenite and rutile of a higher degree of purity can be obtained.
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